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Abstract. We give conditions for the existence of field operators on so-called null
planes and discuss some consequences of the necessary restriction of the test function space,
concerning Haag's theorem and the possibility of unitary mappings intertwining between
free fields of different masses. In the last section we discuss conditions under which a
unitary representation of the dilatations in the null plane gives rise to a unitary representa-
tion of the dilatations in Minkowski space.

1. Introduction

During the last years there has been a growing interest in the formula-
tion of current algebra and field theory in the so-called "infinite momen-
tum frame". The starting point was the observation made by Fubini
and Furlan [1] that certain current algebra sum rules become especially
simple if a space component of the momentum (e.g. pz) goes to infinity.
In the meantime several papers treating related problems have been
published [2—14]. To express these ideas in a mathematically more
rigorous form some authors [8-14] introduced the concept of field
operators defined on so-called null planes, i.e. planes tangent to the
light cone.

The following remarks are inspired by a talk given by Rohrlich [12]
and the paper by Leutwyler, Klauder and Streit [13] (in the following
quoted as "LKS"). We hope that they may give some further insight
into the questions concerning Haag's theorem, unitary equivalence of
different fields and "dilatation invariance" in the case of field operators
on null planes.

We use the notation of Leutwyler, Klauder and Streit [13]:
The null plane Σ is given by the equation

nμx" = 0 (1.1)

where rc=—^(1,0,0,1). (1.2)
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In the plane Σ we use the coordinates

χ3); -^(χl>*2)? (L3)

the coordinate "perpendicular" to Σ (i.e. perpendicular with respect to
the Euclidean metric in 1R4 is

x3) (1-4)L τ -

The inner product of two vectors x, y of Minkowski space reads in these
coordinates

χ-y= χιj>n + XH)Ί -jcj; . (1.5)

For momentum vectors we use the definitions

P ι = ( p ° - p 3 ) , (1-6)

P,, = yj-(p° + p3), (1-7)

^=(pSp 2) (1-8)

from which we get

p X = PiXi + P|| X,| -_£X . (1.9)

2. The Definition of Field Operators on Null Planes

In this section and in the following ones we will confine the discussion
to real scalar fields which satisfy the Wightman axioms. That is to say,
besides Lorentz covariance of the fields we assume

(a) the spectral condition for the 4-momentum vector, i.e. the spec-
trum is contained in V+ (closed forward light cone),

(b) the locality condition for the field operators,
(c) uniqueness of the vacuum state,
(d) temperedness of the operator-valued distributions.
We believe that already this restricted class of field theories is suf-

ficient to make clear the essential features of the problems. It may be
useful to treat first the existence problem for field operators on null
planes. The discussion of the existence problem leads to some peculiarities
which are essential for the following conclusions.

As already stated by LKS in a similar form, for the free field of mass m
the transition from

(2.1)
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to
= if 4i( ,

is not possible for an arbitrary testfunction g of S(1R3). g must be chosen
from the (closed) linear subspace S(1R3) of S(1R3) which is defined in the
following way:

S(ΪR3): = = j(X}^)i JE S(1R3) (2.3)
I ox\\ }

or through the equivalent condition:

S(lR3):-{^(x | | ?x)E5(lR3); §(p,,,j>) = 0 for p,,=0} (2.4)

(identically in x or p, respectively; g is the Fourier transform of g).
It follows

μ°(Λ) Ω, <(/2) Ω) = const

with /J = ̂ (XI)^(XH,JC) and ^ e S(R3) j =1,2.

Since the measure δ(x±) is redundant in the mapping

(2.6)

it is possible to define directly the mapping g^Ά^(g) for geS(lR3)
through the above equations.

For those readers who are interested in the details of this question
we give in the appendix an argumentation that it is not possible to extend
the positive semidefinite functional

W2(g) = ί β(p,,) - d2jg{p^) (2.7)

defined over SΌR3) to a positive semidefinite functional over the whole
of S(1R3) (cf. Gel'fand and Schilow [15], Gel'fand and Wilenkin [16]).
Hence we have to remain in the restricted test function space 5(1R3), if
we do not want to introduce an indefinite metric in state space. (The
semidefiniteness of W2 means nothing but

w 2 te*flf)=| |^mto)β| | 2 =o.) (2.8)
The problem of the existence of the field operators on a null-plane

for an arbitrary real scalar field A(x) of the Wightman class can be split
up into two questions, as in the case of a ί = const plane.

Firstly we must have

\\A(g)Ω\\2<ao, g e 5(R3) . (2.9)
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This means

jdμ(p)\g(p^)\2<co (2.10)

where dμ(p) is a positive Lorentz-invariant measure of polynomial
increase which is connected with the Lehmann-Kallen spectral function
through the relation

dμ(p) = Q(P

2)d*p (2.11)

(of course, ρ is in general a distribution). Because of

δ(p2-κ2) = δ(2Pl]p±-p2-κ2) (2.12)
we get

ϊ-^L J «(p,|,.p)|2ϊe(«W. (2-13)J
V+

Thus, for the existence of A(g) Ω for all g e S(1R3) we obtain the condition
00

J ρ(κ2)dκ2 < oo . (2.14)
o

This condition is intermediate between the conditions which must be
fulfilled in the case of a plane t = const in order that A(f) Ω and A(f) Ω,
respectively, (/e S(1R3), IR3 interpreted as the plane ί —const) exist. As
is well known these conditions are

s2\ oo

= dκ 2 <oo and j ρ(κ2)j/l + κ2dκ2 < oo (2.15)
o

respectively.
The second question concerns the existence of a dense domain for

A(g\ geS(lR3). Here we have to impose conditions on the rc-point-
functions or the truncated rc-point-functions which are similar to those
needed for the existence of the field operators on surfaces t = const
(essentially we have to require that the increase in momentum space be
not stronger than the increase of the two-point-function).

3. Unitary Mappings of Free Fields Analogues to Haag's Theorem
and the Theorem of Hall and Wightman for Null Planes

Let A^ and A^2 be two free fields with masses ml and w2, respectively
(m1φm2); let A^2 be irreducible in H-̂  (with vacuum state ΩJ, A^2

irreducible in IH2 (with vacuum state Ω2) LKS discovered that the
algebras 91? (Σ) and W%(Σ) generated by

5 Commun math. Phys., Vol 25

} (3.1)

), 0eS(IR3)}, respectively (3.2)
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are irreducible (in fact they are identical with the algebras generated
by the field operators smeared with the test functions of S(1R4)), and can
be mapped unitarily onto each other in the following way: There exists
a unitary operator U with the properties

Ω2 (3.3)

Al2(g) (3.4)

for every #eS(IR3).
This fact is closely connected with a property of the 2-point-func-

tionals: Over S(1R3) the 2-point-functionals of free fields are independent
of the mass (compare LKS or the equations of Section 2 of this paper).

If we recall the well-known fact that a corresponding unitary mapping
does not exist for operators on a plane ί = const, we seem to be con-
fronted with a very remarkable property of field operators on null planes.
The reason for the existence of such a unitary mapping, however, lies
in the fact that the test function space S(IR3) is too restricted to charac-
terize the local properties of the field operators.

To shed some light on this situation, we shall give another example
concerning the same case of the two fields A^ and A^2 showing how it
is possible to map irreducible algebras onto each other if the test function
space is chosen adequately.

1. As test function space we use SΊ(IR4)5 defined as follows:

(3.5)

The factor

=Ψ\h(p,

is chosen as to yield

and hence

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

This enables us to find a unitary operator U fulfilling

UΩl=Ω2; UA^(h)U+=AQ

m2(h)

for every he^OR4).
The fields A%ll and A^2 over S^IR4) generate an irreducible algebra,

as is immediately seen from the following observation: Let / be the
Fourier transform of a function / e S(1R4). There exist functions hj e ̂  (1R4)
with

hj(P, ± ]/rf + P2} = f ( P , ±
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and this yields
^mj(f) = ^mj(h)l 7 = 1,2. (3.10)

We can express this fact in a different fashion: at first there are two
mappings from ^(IR4) into the set of operators of the Hubert spaces
H! and H2, respectively:

L(IR4)). (3.11)

These two mappings are unitarily equivalent in the following sense:
there exists a unitary mapping

17:H1->1H2 (3.12)

which induces an isomorphism τu of the field algebra $ί1 (generated by
the field A^) into the field algebra $12 (generated by the field A^2)

τ^:^^A^UA.U^e^ (3.13)

so that the following diagram is commutative:

'Sϊ i

(that means

Φ 2 = ^u°Φι (3.15)
or equivalently

Φ^τ^oφJ. (3.16)

If we take into account the field equations

x) = 0, (3.17)

x) = 0, (3.18)

we see that the continuations of the mappings Φ l 5 Φ2 from ^(IR4) to
5(1R4) have to be constructed in the following way: We divide S(1R4) into
equivalence classes Kj and Lp respectively, by the equivalence relations

Λ~κ/2 iff /ι(p)|p1 = mϊ = Λ(p)|^=B,ϊ, (3.19)

Λ ~ t / 2 iff /ι(P)U=mi = Λ(p)|p2=m!. (3.20)

Each class Kj and Lj contains functions of ^(IR4); the continuation of Φ
is now made in the following way: each /eK7 is mapped on A^(hj)
where /ijeX^nS^R4); Φ2 is continued analogously. (This determines
the continuation uniquely.) Thus we have defined two mappings from

into the set of operators in 1R1 and 1H2

(f): = AQ

mι(h) (3.21)
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where f ~κh,

Φ2 : S(1R4) a /!-><(/): = A°m2(h) (3.22)

where f ~Lh.
There is, however, no unitary operator from Ή t to H2 which makes

a diagram corresponding to (3.14) (with Φ1; Φ2 replaced by Φ l 5 Φ2) com-
mutative, i.e. which fulfils UA^(f) U + = A^2(f) for every /e S(R4).

The common feature of both examples is this : The mappings from
the test function spaces 5(R3), SjflR4), into the set of Hubert space
operators do not permit characterization of the local properties of the
operator-valued distributions, unless the field equations are used to
extend these mappings to the whole of S(IR4).

So far we described the situation arising if we define operators on
null planes. Some other features become evident, if we discuss the Wight-
man functions on a null plane Σ and their analytic continuations into
Minkowski space.

It is clear that under the assumptions made at the beginning of this
section

I \ ^ . * )

~ Wn(ζ 1 > > £w - l) lίξOjL = = (£«- ι)x = 0

is analytic for x|| Φ xfl (i, j = 1, . . . , n).
Stated in this way, the situation looks very different; we shall contrast

it with the corresponding one for t = const:

Theorem of Hall and Wightman for Planes t = const:

W2(ξ), W3(ξl9ξ2), Wt(ξl9ξ29ξ3)

are uniquely determined by their values for ξ° = 0, ξ° = ξ2 = 0 and
ξ? = ξ5 = ξ§ = 0, respectively.

Analogue to the Theorem of Hall and Wightman for Null Planes:

W2(ξ) and W3(ξι,ξ2) are uniquely determined by their values for
ξλ = 0 and (ξι)± = (ξ2)ι = 0> respectively.

The proof is elementary and closely follows the proof of the theorem
of Hall and Wightman as given in the book by Streater and Wightman
[17]:

W2 and W3 have to be Lorentz-invariant. Thus, if we know W± and W2

for ξ _ L = 0 and (ξι)ι = (ξ2)ι==0j respectively, we also know them for
every point which can be reached from these points by a Lorentz-
transformation. If the points, for which W2 ,nd W3 are thus determined,

contain an open set of 1R4 and 1R4 x 1R4, respectively, W2 and W3 are
determined everywhere by analytic continuation.

Let ξ0 be a spacelike vector with (ξ0)± = 0 (i.e. ξ0 e Σ). By a Lorentz-
transformation ξ0 can be transformed into any vector ξ with ξ2 = ξ%.
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For λ e 1R, λξ0 is an element of Σ. From the vectors of the form λξQ we
can reach every spacelike vector by a Lorentz-transformation the set of
all spacelike vectors is an open set of R4.

Now let ξ1? ξ2 be two spacelike vectors which span a spacelike
plane1, i.e. which fulfil

" "" '<0. (3.24)2

By choosing a lightlike vector £3 we can form a triple of vectors which
spans a hyperplane E tangent to the light cone (i.e. a null plane). Every
hyperplane of this kind can be transformed into Σ by a Lorentz-trans-

formation because such a hyperplane is characterized by the lightlike

"normal vector" ξ3 if we apply a Lorentz-transformation which maps ξ3

onto nμ= -y-(1,0,0,1), it maps E onto Σ . Thus every pair of space-

like vectors which fulfils (3.24) can be mapped by a Lorentz-transforma-
tion onto a pair of vectors lying in Σ, or, stated differently, every pair of
spacelike vectors fulfilling (3.24) can be reached from a pair of vectors
lying in Σ by a Lorentz-transformation. Clearly the set of pairs of space-
like vectors fulfilling (3.24) is an open set of 1R8 =1R4 x 1R4. This proves
our statement.

Remark. It is not possible to prove a similar statement for the four-
point-function: Every triple of vectors ξl9 ξ2, ζ3 e Σ fulfils

(3.25)

D is an entire function on C12. It vanishes, when restricted to Σ, but
clearly it does not vanish identically. This shows that the values on Σ
are not sufficient to determine an analytic function of three four-vectors.

So we have the following results:
If we try to define field operators on a null plane, the space of test

functions even in the case of a free field must be so restricted that we
cannot characterize the local properties of the field (nor the rest mass
of a free field). If, on the other hand, we consider the Wightman functionals
with arguments on the null-plane Σ, the values of the 2- or 3-point-
functions on this plane determine the values of the 2- and 3-point-
functions, respectively, for arbitrary arguments by analytic continuation.
This property of the 2-point-function shows that the analogue of Haag's
theorem is still true if one uses the Wightman functions instead of the
field operators themselves.

1 This implies that (ξίt ξ2) is a Jost point.
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4. Dilatation Invariance

We intend to make a comment on the meaning of "dilatation in-
variance on null planes" (cf. Rohrlich and Streit [14]), which by some
people has been looked upon as a possibility of giving a more precise
meaning to the intuitive concept of "dilatation invariance on the light
cone" (cf. [18-22]).

When speaking of space-time symmetries we usually think of a group
of transformations of Minkowski space M4 (or a unitary representation
of that group in state space). In the framework of relativistic local quan-
tum field theory only those transformations make sense under which the
notions "spacelike", "timelike", and "lightlike" are invariant. This
restricts the admissible transformations to the group G which is generated
by inhomogeneous Lorentz-transformations and dilatations, as has been
shown by Zeeman [23]. Of course it is also possible to consider mappings
of submanifolds of M4 (e.g. Σ) onto themselves. If we perform, for instance,
a dilatation of the plane x± = τ this can be interpreted (at least in the free
field case) as a dilatation of the wave packets at the "time" τ whether
this corresponds to a dilatation also at a different "time" τ depends on the
"Hamiltonian" P±. In general this will not be the case; that is to say,
in general such dilatations of null planes will not correspond to dilata-
tions of M4 (they cannot correspond to any other transformation of G,
as the only elements of G which induce dilatations on Σ are dilatations
ofM4).

It can be shown that in fact the following general statement is true:
Let A be a real scalar field which makes sense as a distribution over

S(Σ). Assume that the dilatation group of Σ is unitarily implementable,
i.e. that there is a group of unitary operators U(λ) (λ > 0) which fulfil

(4.1)
(where

0A(x,,,x) = r30(λ-%r\x)) (4.2)

for all geS(Σ) and

U(λ) Ω = Ω. (4.3)

Then these operators U(λ) can be interpreted as representing the group
of dilatations of M4 if and only if A is a free field of mass zero.

Proof. If we want to inter prete U (λ) as representing the dilatation
xπ^λx (x e M4) we must have for every fe S(IR4)

U ( λ ) A ( f ) U + ( λ ) = λ d A ( f λ ) (4.4)
where

(4.5)
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This implies (together with (4.3)) that the two-point-function has the form

W2 (x) = const J Θ (po) (p2)d

+~ 2eipxd4p (4.6)

for d > 1 or

W2(x) = const ί Θ(p0) <5(P2) eipxd4p (4.7)

for d= 1 (cf. GeΓfand and Schilow [15]; the case d< 1 is not possible
because of the positive-definiteness of W2). But the assumption that the
restriction of the field A to the plane Σ makes sense excludes d > 1
(cf. Section 2). So we are left with d = 1 it is well known that (4.5) implies
that A is a free field of mass zero (cf. Pohlmeyer [24]).

Acknowledgements. We wish to thank J. R. Klauder and L. Streiί who helped us to
avoid some errors, and R. Haag who gave us hints for a more clear and concise presentation.

Appendix

Every positive semidefinite functional over S(IR3) is the Fourier
transform of a positive tempered measure (GeΓfand and Wilenkin [16]);

— Θ(P||) however, is not a measure on ΪR3.
P\\

More explicitly we can see that every extension of W2 on the whole of
S(1R3) necessarily violates the positivity condition: We can decompose
S(IR3) in the following way into a direct sum:

S(1R3) - S(IR3) ® {/0} ® S(1R2) (A.I)

where {/0} is the one-dimensional space spanned by a function /0(X||)
eS(lR) with /0(0)ΦO; for the sake of definiteness let us choose /0(P||)
_β-lpιι τhjs corresponds to the decomposition

S(ΪR3) 9 φ(pfrj>) = [φ(p,,,j>) -/O(PH) φ(0,j>)] +/0(p,,) Φ(0,J>) . (A.2)

Every continuation of the functional W2 which is already defined on
S(1R3) thus is of the form

W2(φ) = ί ~ Θ(Pll) d2jp[φ(p,,^) -/o(p,,) Φ(0?Jp)] + T(φr) (A.3)

where φr(p) = φ(0,_p) and T e 5'(R2).
Every extension of this form is automatically continuous, since
and {/0} ®,S(1R2) are closed subspaces of 5(1R3). A different choice of
/o is equivalent to a different choice of T.

Now let us consider the sequence

e-^-^2 (A.4)
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for which we get

W2(φn) = ̂ ~ - ÎL θ(p,,) (e-*n*" - e'*p") + T(e~-p2) . (A.5)

As is immediately seen, W2(φn) becomes negative for sufficiently high n,
although φn^0 for every n\ this fact does not depend on the choice of
Te S(]R2). This shows that W2 cannot be extended to a positive semi-
definite distribution over S(1R3).
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